EXPLORING THE NEW HORIZONS OF TABLETING TOGETHER -

A new era of revolutionary precision and ease of use for R&D instruments
A FRENCH ENGINEERING START UP IS BORN -
full of intelligent and innovative engineering and deep understanding of tableting production equipment. The company has kept improving locally rotary production presses, modifying equipment to perform beyond what the original manufacturer was offering and thus extending the life time and quality of tablet presses through modernization and innovative technology.

STYLCAM, A REVOLUTIONARY NEW CONCEPTION -
targeting the pharma laboratories demand. The team has created a unique tableting equipment, the STYLCAM: “The ultimate easy to use tableting instrument solving formulation & scale-up challenges”. An outstanding innovation in a world where market improvement is conservative, the STYLCAM becomes the first machine to really bridge the gap between R&D and production with the capacity of mimicking single-layer industrial production presses.

MEDELPHARM SPINS OFF AND LAUNCHES STYL'ONE SIMULATION CONCEPT -
MEDELPHARM spins off and puts Pharmaceutical Powder Processing at the heart of its operation. With the STYL'One family, a new generation of development presses has been launched in the pharmaceutical world. New horizons in the sector of multilayer, dry coating and of course high-speed rotary press mimicking have opened up with this versatile and user-friendly equipment.

STYL'ONE NANO, A NEW BENCHMARK EMERGES
Good news to all formulators with API characterization and last but not least price-performance in mind: The STYL'One Nano is giving access to a much wider audience. The unique STYL'One technology is now available in a compact benchtop format. Hence, the benefits of our solution, are not only reserved to a limited number of scientists but also becomes fully accessible to every formulator and university.
**ACROSS FIVE CONTINENTS, 1000’S OF FORMULATORS ARE TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE UNIQUE EASY TO USE RESEARCH PRESS**

We are getting ready to integrate even more formulation scientists in our community and share valuable information with them. Our core business of tableting instruments and compaction simulators is now also expanding the horizon of research and development users worldwide. The goal of Medelpharm is to make the most advanced research press available to each and every customer in order to meet their specific needs, however exigent they might be!

**BEYOND 2020**

**THE FUTURE OF TABLETING**

Many roads are opening up and we are always interested and listening to the trends in the market. We are constantly thinking of new ideas and innovation in the field. Tablets are and most likely will be the most common dosage form around the world... never the less multi-layer, dry coating or innovations like “chip-in-a-tablet” are already challenging the current production tools. Continuous manufacturing with its benefits and QA implication is changing the powder processing upstream. Tablet printing is now opening an even wider horizon and Medelpharm will listen to what the pharmaceutical research industry is looking for in terms of their new requirements.
WE TAKE YOU HIGHER

We will keep on innovating. New patents, accessories, software and technologies will be improving the equipment and its ease of use. Through a continuous exchange of customer experience paired with our passion of engineering, we will keep on realizing solutions which so far existed only on the drawing board.

We have your protection in mind: Investment protection means new technologies are available to existing customers, operator protection means we keep your people safe and sound.

Our application laboratory is both a demonstration platform of how our technologies can be exploited to shorten development cycles and a partner to resolve most of your solid dosage form challenges.

New premises allow our consultant team to take on more projects and offer more functions around small scale development.
Medelpharm offers the speed and flexibility of small and light companies coupled with the quality of service of heavy players. Customer satisfaction is our best reward.

DON’T GET LOST IN SPACE – IF YOU NEED A FRIEND, MEDELPHARM’S TEAM IS HERE FOR YOU.